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A visit to the Underworld (the House of Hades) is customary for great heroes. Heracles went 

there to fetch Hades' three-headed guard dog, Cerberus: having got the dog, he took it back 

again. Orpheus went there to get back his dead wife: he didn't manage it, and ended up 

being torn apart by other women who couldn't stand him lamenting. Theseus went down to 

help his friend Pirithous get hold of Hades' wife Persephone: naturally Hades was not 

amused, locked them both up, and it was only when Heracles came along that Theseus 

managed to escape. 

 

Two other heroes who made similar descents into the Underworld are Odysseus and 

Aeneas. Their journeys form crucial parts of the two great poems, Homer's Odyssey and 

Virgil's Aeneid. In the Odyssey the katabasis (which means 'descent') of Odysseus in Book 11 

(known as the Book of the Dead) is a turning point in Odysseus' homecoming from his 

wanderings. The book is packed with weird and wonderful characters. Roman Virgil gets the 

idea for Aeneas' descent in Aeneid 6 from Homer; but he makes more of it and gives it 

greater importance in his poem. His topographical description of the Underworld, for 

example, is far more detailed than the vague Homeric account. Virgil's planning and overall 

control of his poem, in which the vision granted to Aeneas in Hades is crucial to Rome's 

future glory, may well seem superior to the less formal, conversational tone of Odysseus as 

he tells of his encounter with the dead. But do not forget Virgil's debt to Homer: and he 

himself constantly acknowledges his borrowings by a familiar pattern of emphasis and 

alteration. 

 

Austere destiny 

 

One of the most noticeable differences between Virgil and Homer is the importance which 

Virgil attaches to the destiny of Aeneas and his Roman descendants. Odysseus wanders 

around trying to get home. Aeneas has a great mission to fulfil as father of the Roman 

people. He is introduced at the beginning of Virgil's poem as 'an exile by Fate'. This 

difference is kept up throughout and is very important in Aeneid 6. Homer's Odysseus goes 

to Hades in order to consult the prophet Teiresias about his own troubles; Aeneas goes to 

consult his father Anchises about the future of Rome. The predictions which Aeneas 

receives from Anchises are visions of national destiny; Odysseus receives from Teiresias 

personal information. Odysseus also sees a parent in Hades, his mother Anticleia. His 

conversation with her, as with Teiresias, is strictly personal, and also familial. Virgil marks his 

departure from the concern Homer's heroes have with their families by craftily including in 



the meeting between Aeneas and Anchises the simile Homer uses about Odysseus and his 

mother. Homer's Odysseus says 

 

Three times / started forward, my heart eager to clasp my mother to me, 

Three times she slipped through my arms, like a shadow or a dream. 

 

In Virgil this becomes: 

 

Three times he tried then to throw his arms round his father's neck. 

Three times the phantom slipped through his vain embrace; 

It was as if it were a light breeze or a fleeting dream. 

 

In Homer's picture of the Underworld two of the most important figures from the Trojan 

War, Agamemnon and Achilles, also appear expressing concern for their sons and their 

family. Homer's approach is summed up in the lines where Odysseus' mother tells her son to 

'Bear all this in mind, so that you can one day tell it to your wife.' Virgil's Underworld is by 

contrast a less personal, more austere, and nationalistic affair. 

 

Drunks and Lovers 

 

Consider the story of Elpenor in the Odyssey and the story of Palinurus in the Aeneid. Both 

men ask for burial when they are encountered in the Underworld. But Homer's humour, 

even in Hell – Elpenor  is there because he has fallen off a roof, when drunk – is removed 

from Virgil's chaste masterpiece. Palinurus, knocked off the helm of Aeneas' ship by an 

envious god, is 'a scapegoat required by destiny' (R. D. Williams): he had to die for Aeneas to 

reach his goal in safety. The personal gives way to the national in Virgil's final lines about his 

fate: 'the place will bear the name of Palinurus for ever, etc.' 

 

Again, Homer's catalogue of famous women has suggested to Virgil his own terser list of ill-

starred heroines, but with a change of theme: Virgil's women serve to introduce Dido, the 

Queen of Carthage, whose love-affair with Aeneas has been told earlier in the Aeneid. In 

Hell Dido is 'fresh from her wound', which refers to her love for Aeneas and also to her 

consequent suicide. This is personal enough; but Aeneas' attempt to justify his appalling 

behaviour typically edges intimacy aside: 

 

Queen Dido, I did not want to leave your shore. 

Rather, the orders of the gods, which force me now to pass through 

These shadows, through this dreary, broken world, and this deep night, 

They drove me by their commands . . . 

 

Dido quite rightly says nothing. 



 

Not just imitation 

 

Virgil's treatment of Greeks has to be different from Homer's (he is a Roman!). But he does 

not forget his model. For example, Homer's Agamemnon and his murderous wife 

Clytaemnestra become Virgil's Deiphobus and his murderous wife Helen. That's a neat 

change – Helen was Agamemnon's sister-in-law, and Clytaemnestra's half-sister, and so 

Virgil recalls the original. Again, although Odysseus' encounter with Achilles in the Odyssey 

has to be left out in the Roman poem (there is no room for a bigger hero than Aeneas!), it 

does not sink without a trace: Achilles' first words to Odysseus in Homer's story 

 

How did you dare come down to Hades' kingdom, where the dead 

Live on without their wits as ghosts of men perished? 

 

are picked up in Deiphobus' penultimate words to Aeneas 

 

Tell me now in turn, what chance has brought you here 

Alive. Do you come driven by your wanderings over the sea, 

Or at the bidding of the gods? Or is some fortune dogging you, 

That you enter this sunless, miserable world, region of cloud? 

 

Similarly, Odysseus' confrontation with his implacable enemy Ajax is not entirely passed 

over by Virgil: Ajax' silence is the model for the pregnant silence of Dido. There are many 

more comparisons and contrasts of this type which can be found. 

 

Aeneid 6 is, perhaps more than any other book of the poem, permeated by Homeric 

derivation and allusion. Virgil's debt to Homer is mainly, but not exclusively, to Odyssey 11. 

There is no slavish copying. Rather, Homer's material is altered to fit Virgil's different art and 

aim. This is not plagiarism. It is a compliment to and a complement of the work of the 

maestro, an attempt to emulate, not just to imitate. It is as true of Virgil as of any great poet 

that 'derivative' is not necessarily an epithet of abuse. 

 

Simon Swain has just been elected a Research Fellow at All Souls College, Oxford. Such are 

the rewards of a contribution to Omnibus. 


